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Abstract
Solid-state phase transformations are inuenced by strains that are gener-
ated internally or applied externally. The stress state, composition, and mi-
crostructure evolution, which together determine the properties of solid ma-
terials can be studied using phase-eld models coupled with micro-elasticity
theory in the small strain limit. This coupling has been implemented using
various schemes in literature. In a previous article (Durga et al., 2013 [1]),
the authors evaluated three main existing schemes for a two-phase system
and concluded that these schemes are not quantitative for inhomogeneous
anisotropic elastic properties of the two phases. The stress states predicted
by these models deviate from the expected values due to the generation of
extra interfacial energy, which is an artefact of the models resulting from
interfacial conditions dierent from local mechanical equilibrium conditions.
In this work, we propose a new scheme with interfacial conditions consis-
tent with those of the analytical results applicable to a general system where
shear strains may be present. Using analytical solutions for composition and
stress evolution, we validate this model for 2D and 3D systems with planar
interface in the presence of mist between phases and applied strains, and
a 2D system with an elliptical second-phase particle. This extended scheme
can now be applied to simulate quantitatively the microstructural evolution
with coupled chemical and mechanical behaviour in any 2D or 3D two-phase
system subject to internal or external strains irrespective of interface curva-
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ture.
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1. Introduction
Phase-eld models are used to solve moving boundary problems such as
phase transformations in solid and liquid states and transport phenomena
involving uid ow or mass diusion, which involve elastic, magnetic, elec-
trochemical and other physical eects. The main advantage of this method
is the use of a diuse interface between dierent domains. This is repre-
sented by one or more phase-eld variables which vary continuously across
the interface. The evolution of the system is then driven by the minimisation
of total free energy, which is a function of the phase-eld variables in space
and time. In this article, a quantitative phase-eld model considering the
eects of chemical diusion and linear elasticity on microstructure evolution
in solid-state materials is presented.
Phase-eld models coupled with microelasticity theory have been exten-
sively applied to study various phenomena such as martensite transforma-
tions [2], grain growth, and texture evolution [3]. Several schemes are avail-
able in literature that combine microelasticity theory with phase-eld models.
Steinbach-Apel's scheme (SAS) [4], Voigt-Taylor's scheme (VTS) [5, 6], and
Khachaturyan's scheme (KHS) [7] are the three main existing schemes. They
dier in the way the elastic strain, stress, and elastic constants are dened
in the diuse interface, which in turn causes a dierence in the elastic con-
tribution to the driving force for the system evolution. There have been only
limited [4, 5, 8] comparative studies of these schemes with analytical solu-
tions, especially for complex morphologies of inhomogeneous systems and the
coupling with chemical equilibrium.
In `thin interface' phase-eld models [9], the interface width is generally
taken abnormally large compared to the actual physical interface width in
materials. In order to provide reliable results, we need to use quantitative
models, i.e. those that do not depend on the value of the diuse interface
width used in the phase-eld model. The results have to be independent
of the value of the interface width as long as the microstructural features
of interest are larger than the interface width. Such quantitative phase-
eld models are available for studying phase transformations and diusion
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in multiphase systems [10], solidication [11] and grain growth [12]. These
models ensure that the bulk energy of the system is decoupled from the
interfacial energy that arises due to the diuse interface. Coupling phase-
eld models with elasticity, however, presents a complication due to the
presence of many inter-related tensorial quantities such as the elastic strain,
the elastic stress, stiness, and the displacement elds. Therefore, a simple
analogy with the other quantitative models does not exist. Examples of
quantitative phase-eld models with tensorial elds include that of Nicoli et
al. [13], which uses mobility tensor for a two-phase system with dierent
interpolations for dierent components of the tensor, and Yeon et al. [8],
wherein a quantitative elastic phase-eld model for binary coherent two-
phase systems with stinesses of cubic symmetry is presented.
In a previous work [1], the authors studied a two-phase inhomogeneous
system separated by a planar interface and showed that the interpolation of
elastic properties in phase-eld models following the schemes of KHS, SAS,
and VTS are not quantitative, i.e., the bulk properties depend on the diuse
interface width used in the model and excess interfacial energy is created
due to the elastic energy formulation. The three schemes are quantitative
only under special circumstances: KHS when the elastic strains are equal in
the two phases, SAS when the stresses are equal in the two phases and VTS
when the total strains are equal in the two phases. We then introduced a
new quantitative scheme which uses interfacial conditions that are consistent
with the analytical results. We validated this scheme for a 2-D two-phase
system with a planar interface in the absence of shear strains. However, in
order to be applicable to a general two-phase system with arbitrary interface
curvatures and shear strains in 2-D and 3-D, the model needs to be further
developed and validated.
The aim of this work is to extend and validate the new scheme for 2D and
3D two-phase systems with shear strains, arbitrary interface curvature, and
no restriction on the nature of the elastic constants. The model is validated
for the following cases of two-phase systems using corresponding analytical
solutions: (i) planar interface with shear strains and applied strains in 2D
and 3D (Johnson's analytical model [14]) and (ii) elliptical precipitate in a
large matrix in 2D (Jin et al.'s analytical solution [15]).
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. First, we discuss analytical
solutions available for 2D and 3D systems in Section 2. Then, the phase-eld
model used in this study is given in Section 3. The coupling of elastic energy
with the phase-eld model using the new quantitative scheme is formulated
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in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the simulation results for the dierent cases
and the main conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
2. Analytical solutions
Starting with a brief introduction to microelasticity theory, we present
analytical solutions available in the literature for 3 cases: Johnson's descrip-
tion [14] for 2D and 3D systems with planar interface, and Jin et al.'s solution
[15] for a 2D system with an elliptical second-phase precipitate. These will be
compared with results from the phase-eld simulations in order to validate
the model.
2.1. Microelasticity theory
We consider a coherent two-phase system. No assumptions are made
about the nature of the elastic moduli. Undeformed  phase is taken as the
reference state for the calculation of eigenstrain. The stresses and strains are
dened in the system according to Khachaturyan [7]. The elastic stress in
the small-strain regime, where linear elasticity theory holds, is given by:
ij = Cijkl
el
kl; (1)
where Cijkl is the stiness tensor and 
el
kl the elastic strain. Einstein summa-
tion notation is used for all equations involving tensors in this article.
Elastic strain is dened as:
elkl = kl   kl = kl + kl   kl; (2)
where kl = kl + kl is the total strain. 

kl is the eigenstrain given by
the relative dierence in the lattice parameters of the two phases. Taking
underformed  as the reference state, the eigenstrains are then zero in the
 phase and typically non-zero in the  phase. kl is the homogeneous or
applied strain dened such thatZ
V
kld
3r = 0: (3)
The heterogeneous strain kl is related to the local displacement elds ui(
 !r )
as
kl =
1
2

@uk(
 !r )
@rl
+
@ul(
 !r )
@rk

: (4)
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The elastic energy density is then given by:
f el =
1
2
elijCijkl
el
kl: (5)
At mechanical equilibrium,
@ij
@rj
= 0.
2.2. Johnson's model
Johnson's description gives the conditions for interfacial mechanical and
chemical equilibrium. In Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, the mechanical equilibrium
is given for 2D and 3D systems with planar interfaces respectively. In Section
2.2.3, the equilibrium compositions in the presence of strains is given, which
can be calculated on knowing the stress state of the system.
2.2.1. 2D system with mist between phases and applied strains
Considering a 2D rectangular two-phase system as shown in Fig. 1(a),
the equilibrium interfacial relations for the stresses and strains are as follows.
There is continuity of displacements and tractions at the interface:
ui = u

i ; (6)
ijn

j + 

ijn

j = 0; (7)
where nj are the components of the outward pointing unit normals to the
respective phases at the interface. From the geometry, n1 =  n1 and n2 =
n2 = 0. For i = 1, (7) gives 

11 = 

11, and for i = 2, 

12 = 

12. Expanding
these two equalities, we get
C1111(11 + 

11   ;11 ) + C1122(22 + 22   ;22 ) + 2C1112(12 + 12   ;12 )
= C1111(11 + 

11   ;11 ) + C1122(22 + 22   ;22 ) + 2C1112(12 + 12   ;12 ); (8)
C1112(11 + 

11   ;11 ) + C2212(22 + 22   ;22 ) + 2C1212(12 + 12   ;12 )
= C1112(11 + 

11   ;11 ) + C2212(22 + 22   ;22 ) + 2C1212(12 + 12   ;12 ): (9)
With the no-slip condition in this geometry, the displacements do no vary
in the `2' direction. Therefore, 22 =
@u2
@r2
= 0 =
@u2
@r2
= 22.
From (3), when the areas of  and  phase are equal,
11 =  11; (10)
12 =  12: (11)
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Figure 1: Illustration of a rectangular 2-phase 2-D system: (a) Conguration. (b) Strain
and stress proles as calculated from Johnson's model (only non-zero quantities displayed).
From (8), (9), (10) and (11), we can solve for 11 and 

12. From the
global mechanical equilibrium condition,
@ij
@rj
= 0, all the strain components
and thereby, the stress components, are constant within their respective
phases. The non-zero heterogeneous strain and elastic stress components
in the two phases are illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
2.2.2. 3D system with mist between phases and applied strains
For a 3D system with equal volumes of  and  phases separated by a
planar interface as shown in Fig. 2(a), we can follow the same principles as
in the 2D system.
Here, the relations between the components of the interface normals are:
n1 =  n1 , n2 = n2 = 0 and n3 = n3 = 0. We then get the following relations
for the dierent stress components on applying the force balance equation
(7) at equilibrium:
11 = 

11; (12)
12 = 

12; (13)
13 = 

13: (14)
It follows from the no-slip condition for this geometry that all the dis-
placements are constant along `2' and `3' directions. Therefore, only the
partial derivatives of the displacements with respect to r1 are non-zero. The
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Figure 2: Illustration of a cuboidal 2-phase 3-D system: (a) Conguration. (b) Stress and
(c) strain proles as calculated from Johnson's model.
following strain components are then equal to zero:
22 =
@u2
@r2
= 0 =
@u2
@r2
= 22; (15)
23 =
1
2

@u2
@r3
+
@u3
@r2

= 0 =
1
2
"
@u2
@r3
+
@u3
@r2
#
= 23; (16)
33 =
@u3
@r3
= 0 =
@u3
@r3
= 33: (17)
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When the areas of  and  phase are equal, (3) gives
11 =  11; (18)
12 =  12; (19)
13 =  13: (20)
These non-zero heterogeneous strain components can be calculated by ex-
panding (12) - (14) and using (18) - (20). As a result of the global mechanical
equilibrium condition,
@ij
@rj
= 0, all the strain components and, thereby, the
stress components are constant within their respective phases. The strain
and stress components are illustrated in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) respectively.
2.2.3. Change in equilibrium composition
In the presence of strains, the chemical equilibrium composition changes
[16] since the total free energies of the phases also change. Knowing the
stress state in the dierent phases, the new equilibrium compositions at the
interface, ce and c
e
, are given by:
ce = c;0 +
(kl
el;
kl   klel;kl )=2 + (el;kl   kl)kl + cint
A(c;0   c;0) ; (21)
ce = c;0 +
(kl
el;
kl   klel;kl )=2 + (el;kl   kl)kl + cint
A(c;0   c;0) ; (22)
where A and A are the second derivatives of the chemical energy densities,
c;0 and c;0 are the equilibrium compositions of the two phases in the absence
of strains, c is the mean interface curvature (= 1/mean radius of the  phase
particle; = 0 if the interface is planar), and int the interfacial energy.
2.3. Analytical solution for an elliptical inhomogeneity in plane elasticity
Jin et al. [15] have derived the elastic eld generated by an elliptical
inhomogeneity in a 2D innite matrix subjected to an externally applied
stress. In this work, we use their method and solution for a slightly modied
2D system. We assume that there is no externally applied stress but the
elliptical inhomogeneous precipitate () has a dilatational eigenstrain ;kl due
to its dierent lattice parameter compared to the innite matrix () phase.
Both phases are assumed to have isotropic but dierent stinesses. The
solutions are expressed by introducing an `equivalent homogeneous inclusion',
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i.e., a precipitate with stiness equal to that of the matrix, in place of the
original inhomogeneous precipitate. This equivalent homogeneous inclusion
then has pseudo-eigenstrains (pkl ) such that the same forces are exerted on
the matrix as in the case of the original inhomogeneous precipitate and the
precipitate undergoes the same net deformation, given by kl. Thus, the
equilibrium stresses in the precipitate are the same in the two cases:
ij = 2
(kl   pkl ) + (kk   pkk) = 2(kl   ;kl ) + (kk   ;kk );
(23)
where  and  are the shear moduli, and  and  are the Lame's rst
parameters of the two phases. The pseudo-eigenstrains pkl are solved by
expanding this equation for all stress components and eliminating the het-
erogeneous strains in the precipitate which are given by equations (13) and
(14) in [15]. This solution is the same as that obtained from Jaswon and
Bhargava [17] who solve this problem using a complex variable formalism,
thereby validating the method given by Jin et al. [15] for this particular
problem also. It is then possible to calculate the elastic strains and stresses,
all of which are constant inside the precipitate as shown by Eshelby [18].
The stresses in the matrix are not constant and are given by equations
(23){(26) in [15] using the pseudo-eigenstrains. The stress proles along the
semi-major axis of the ellipse are illustrated in Fig. 3(b). We can see that
there is continuity of the 11 and 12 (= zero) components of the stress, and a
discontinuity of 22 component at the interface between the precipitate and
the matrix, as expected at mechanical equilibrium. All stress components
tend to zero in the matrix far away from the ellipse.
On knowing the stress state of the system, we can calculate the compo-
sition change at the interface from (21) and (22) using an `equivalent circle
radius' for the ellipse.
3. Phase-eld model
We consider binary (A{B) two-phase ({) systems in 2D and 3D with
arbitrary interface curvatures. In order to study both microstructure and
composition evolution in the presence of strains, we consider one conserved
variable (composition c given as molar fraction of B) and one non-conserved
phase-eld variable ().  takes the value 1 in the  phase, 0 in the  phase
and a range of values between these two at the interface. The temperature
10
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Figure 3: Illustration of a 2-D system with an elliptical precipitate in an innite matrix: (a)
Conguration. (b) Stress proles as calculated using Jin et al.'s [15] solution: Continuity
of 11 and 12 and discontinuity of 22 at the interface.
is assumed to be constant in the system and thermal eects are not consid-
ered. There are then three contributions to the total free energy functional:
interfacial (f int), chemical (f ch) and elastic (f el) energy densities. The total
energy is given as:
F =
Z
V
(f int + f ch + f el)dV: (24)
The chemical and interfacial energies are given by Kim et al.'s [11] model:
f int =

2
(
 !r)2 +Wg(); (25)
f ch = p()f ch + [1  p()]f ch ; (26)
using the interpolation function p() = 3(62  15+10).  is the gradient
energy coecient, g() = 2(1   )2, and W the depth of this double-well
function.  and W determine the interfacial energy and the width of the
diuse interface. In this study, the Gibbs energy densities of the two phases
are assumed to be parabolic functions of the composition with minima at
c;0 and c;0 respectively:
f ch =
A
2
(c   c;0)2; (27)
f ch =
A
2
(c   c;0)2; (28)
c = p()c + [1  p()]c: (29)
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At every point in the system, the diusion potential is assumed to be equal
in the two phases:  =  =
@fch
@c
= , which ensures local chemical equi-
librium. Using this relation and (29), the phase compositions c and c are
computed [11].
The elastic energy is given by (5). In order to couple microelasticity
theory with the phase-eld method, the stress, strain and elastic energy
density must be interpolated and dened at each point of the diuse interface.
The elastic energy density is interpolated as:
f el = p()f el + [1  p()]f el ; (30)
where f el =
1
2
el;ij C

ijkl
el;
kl and f
el
 =
1
2
el;ij C

ijkl
el;
kl are the elastic energies
of the two phases. Cijkl and C

ijkl are the stiness tensors of the two phases
and el;kl and 
el;
kl , the elastic strains in the two phases. The stresses and
strains are interpolated complying with the elastic energy interpolation using
dierent schemes as given in Section 4. All elastic properties are assumed to
be functions of the dierent phases, i.e., the phase eld variable only, and
independent of composition. However, the composition is indirectly coupled
to the elastic strain through  and the eect of the strains on the composition
are captured through this indirect coupling.
For each scheme, the displacement eld at mechanical equilibrium is rst
solved using
@ij
@rj
= 0 at every time step since the chemical diusion process
is much slower than elastic displacements. Then, the elastic contribution to
the driving force @f
el
@
is computed.
The temporal evolution of the composition and phase-eld variables are
given by:
@c
@t
=
 !r :

M
 !r F
c

=
 !r :(M !r); (31)
@
@t
=  LF

=  L

@f int
@
+
@f ch
@
+
@f el
@

; (32)
where M is the diusion mobility and L a kinetic parameter related to the
interface mobility.
4. Interpolation schemes for elastic energy formulation
Several schemes exist in literature for interpolating the elastic proper-
ties. Two common assumptions are equal stress at the interface or equal
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total strain at the interface. In this section, the Steinbach-Apel's scheme
(SAS) [4] and the Voigt-Taylor's scheme (VTS) [5, 6], which follow these
two assumptions respectively, are described. Following a discussion of their
shortcomings, an extended version (also considering shear strains) of the new
scheme proposed by the authors in [1] is presented.
4.1. Steinbach-Apel's scheme (SAS)
In SAS, the elastic stress is assumed to be equal in the two phases (Reuss-
Sachs condition):
ij = 

ij = 

ij; (33)
=) elklCijkl = el;kl Cijkl = el;kl Cijkl: (34)
The elastic strain and eigenstrain are interpolated as:
elkl = p()
el;
kl + [1  p()]el;kl ; (35)
kl = p()
;
kl + [1  p()];kl : (36)
Therefore,
Cijkl = [p()S

ijkl + f1  p()gSijkl] 1; (37)
where Sijkl = [C

ijkl]
 1 and Sijkl = [C

ijkl]
 1 are the compliances of the two
phases. The mechanical equilibrium equation,
@ij
@rj
= 0, is then solved using
the above relations in order to obtain the displacement elds, strains and
stresses.
4.2. Voigt-Taylor's scheme (VTS)
In VTS, the total strain (= kl + kl) is assumed to be equal in the two
phases: kl = 

kl = 

kl. The elastic strains of the two phases are then given
by:
el;kl = kl   ;kl ; (38a)
el;kl = kl   ;kl : (38b)
The stress is interpolated as:
kl = p()

kl + [1  p()]kl: (39)
The mechanical equilibrium equation is solved using these assumptions in
order to obtain the displacement elds, strains and stresses.
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4.3. Shortcomings of SAS and VTS
In the previous article [1] by the authors, it was shown that both SAS and
VTS give rise to excess interfacial energy and, therefore, the results depend
on the interface width used in the phase-eld model. This is because the
conditions of equal stress or equal total strain at the interface are not true
for all stress or strain components at equilibrium as shown in Section 2.
We simulated a 2D Cu6Sn5-Bct{Sn system in the same conguration as
Fig. 1(a). The stresses and strains are constant within each phase as calcu-
lated analytically in Section 2.2.1. Therefore, in the absence of excess energy
due to the elastic energy formulation, a linear plot of elastic energy versus
the interpolation function is expected. However, both SAS and VTS give
rise to excess energy as shown in Fig. 4. Only the new scheme gives a linear
relation. Moreover, the stress and strain values calculated using SAS and
VTS do not always match the analytical values and vary with the interface
width.
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Figure 4: Elastic energy density as a function of p() obtained for dierent interpolation
schemes for a simulation of a 2D Cu6Sn5-Bct{Sn system with a planar interface: A linear
dependence is expected in the absence of excess interfacial energy, i.e., in a quantitative
model. Therefore, SAS and VTS are not quantitative, whereas the new scheme introduced
in [1] is quantitative.
4.4. New quantitative scheme
Quantitative phase-eld models have been constructed in the past using
a description of properties at the diuse interface that is consistent with the
equilibrium interfacial conditions. For chemical energy, this is satised by
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forcing the diusion potential (= rst derivative of the chemical energy with
respect to composition) to be equal in the two phases at the interface as
proposed by Kim et al. [11] (see Section 3). However, for elastic energy,
there is no such simple condition that can be implemented.
As described in Section 2, due to the tensorial nature of stresses and
strains, only the 11, 12, and 13 stress components that are normal to the
interface are equal in the two phases. Among the strain components, only
22, 23, and 33 are equal in the two phases at the interface. In the
new scheme, in accordance with these equilibrium interfacial conditions, the
stress components that are equal are calculated using SAS and the strain
components that are equal are calculated using VTS. The other stress and
strain components are derived from these known quantities. Therefore, in
this scheme, we explicitly force the known interfacial conditions by using the
stress and strain solutions obtained from SAS and VTS respectively.
One shortcoming of the scheme presented in our previous article is that
shear stresses and strains were not considered since the C1112 and C2212 com-
ponents of the stiness tensor were assumed to be zero. For materials with
monoclinic and triclinic crystal structures, even when there are no shear
terms in the eigenstrain, shear stresses are generated due to non-zero o-
diagonal terms in the stiness tensor. For instance, for a phase with triclinic
crystal structure, all components in the stiness tensor are non-zero.
Also, in the case of arbitrary interface curvature between the two phases,
shear strains are invariably generated. Therefore, shear strains also need
to be considered in order for the new scheme to be applicable to materials
with all types of morphologies and elastic constants. In this section, the new
scheme is now extended and formulated for systems with shear strains and
arbitrary interface curvatures.
Recently, Mosler et al. [19] have proposed a phase-eld model for systems
with large strains using a formulation of the energy that takes into account
the continuity of displacements (6) and the continuity of tractions (7). How-
ever, the model has not been tested for dierent interface widths and the
eect of strains on the chemical behaviour is not discussed.
4.4.1. Model formulation for planar interfaces
In SAS, it is assumed that ij = 

ij for all stress components. However,
this is true only for 11, 12, and 13 at equilibrium as shown in Section 2.
In VTS, ij (+ ij) = 

ij (+ ij) is assumed for all total strain components.
However, it holds only for 22 (+ 22), 33 (+ 33) and 23 (+ 23) at
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equilibrium.
Therefore, in the new scheme, 11, 12, and 13 are calculated using SAS
i.e., 11 = 

11 = 
SAS
11 , 

12 = 

12 = 
SAS
12 and 

13 = 

13 = 
SAS
13 . For the
strain components, 22, 33, and 23 are calculated using VTS i.e., 

22 = 

22
= V TS22 , 

33 = 

33 = 
V TS
33 and 

23 = 

23 = 
V TS
23 . The corresponding elastic
strain components are calculated as: el;22 = 
V TS
22   ;22 = el;V TS;22 , el;23 =
V TS23   ;23 = el;V TS;23 , and el;33 = V TS33   ;33 = el;V TS;33 .
The remaining stress and strain components for each phase (the super-
script  denotes  or ) are given as:
22 = C

2211
el;
11 + C

2222
el;V TS;
22 + C

2233
el;V TS;
33
+C2223(2
el;V TS;
23 ) + C

2213(2
el;
13 ) + C

2212(2
el;
12 ); (40)
33 = C

3311
el;
11 + C

3322
el;V TS;
22 + C

3333
el;V TS;
33
+C3323(2
el;V TS;
23 ) + C

3313(2
el;
13 ) + C

3312(2
el;
12 ); (41)
23 = C

2311
el;
11 + C

2322
el;V TS;
22 + C

2333
el;V TS;
33
+C2323(2
el;V TS;
23 ) + C

2313(2
el;
13 ) + C

2312(2
el;
12 ); (42)
el;11 = S

1111
SAS
11 + S

1122

22 + S

1133

33
+2S1123

23 + 2S

1113
SAS
13 + 2S

1112
SAS
12 ; (43)
el;13 = S

1311
SAS
11 + S

1322

22 + S

1333

33
+2S1323

23 + 2S

1313
SAS
13 + 2S

1312
SAS
12 ; (44)
el;12 = S

1211
SAS
11 + S

1222

22 + S

1233

33
+2S1223

23 + 2S

1213
SAS
13 + 2S

1212
SAS
12 ; (45)
The unknown components 22, 

33, 

23, 
el;
11 , 
el;
12 and 
el;
13 can be calculated
in terms of the known components SAS11 , 
SAS
12 , 
SAS
13 , 
el;V TS;
22 , 
el;V TS;
33 and
el;V TS;23 using the above relations as given in Appendix A.
The elastic energy is given by:
f el = p()f;el + [1  p()]f;el; (46)
where f;el =
1
2
(SAS11 
el;
11 + 

22
el;V TS;
22 + 

33
el;V TS;
33 );
The driving force due to the elastic energy is calculated as:
@f el
@
= p0()(f;el   f;el) + p()@f
;el
@
+ [1  p()]@f
;el
@
; (47)
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where
@f;el
@
=
1
2
"
@SAS11
@
el;11 + 
SAS
11
@el;11
@
+
@22
@
el;V TS;22 +
@33
@
el;V TS;33 + 2
@23
@
el;V TS;23
#
+
1
2
"
2
@SAS13
@
el;13 + 2
SAS
13
@el;13
@
+ 2
@SAS12
@
el;12 + 2
SAS
12
@el;12
@
#
; (48)
The stress and strain derivatives are calculated as given in Appendix B. A
reduced version of this model in 2D is given in Appendix C.
4.5. Non-planar interfaces
As discussed in our previous article, for non-planar interfaces, a local
reference frame is chosen with coordinate axes normal and tangential to the
interface and all tensors are transformed to this reference frame. This means
that for every point in the interface with non-zero interface curvature, a
dierent local reference frame is chosen, as shown in Fig. 5(a). The unit
1
2
n1
n2
P1
P2
(a)
N
x
y
z
Z
X
Y
α
β
γ
(b)
Figure 5: (a) For implementing the new scheme at non-planar interfaces, local reference
frames are chosen based on the location of each point on the interface. For instance, for
point P1, the normal direction n1 is chosen as the new principal axis and for P2, it is
n2. (b) In 3D [20], a local reference frame (XYZ) is derived from the original reference
frame (xyz) at every point on the interface, with X being the direction of the normal to
the interface.
normal at every point is given by n^ =
 !r
j !rj . In each of these new reference
frames, the interfacial conditions described in Section 2 are valid, i.e., the
stress components 011, 
0
12, and 
0
13 are equal in the two phases and the strain
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components 022, 
0
33 and 
0
23 are equal in the two phases, where these are
the values in the new reference frame transformed from the old one according
to:
0ij = aimajnmn; (49)
0ij = aimajnmn; (50)
C 0ijkl = aimajnakoalpCmnop; (51)
S 0ijkl = aimajnakoalpSmnop: (52)
Here, aij is the transformation matrix (not a tensor). In 2D, a11 = cos , a22
= cos , a12 =   sin  and a11 = sin , where  is the angle of rotation of the
new reference frame with respect to the original reference frame.
In 3D, at every point in the interface, the new reference frame (XYZ) is
obtained from the original one (xyz) as shown in Fig. 5(b). Here, X corre-
sponds to the direction of the normal to the interface. The corresponding
transformation matrix is given by:
aij =
0@ cos  cos  cos sin  + sin sin  cos  sin sin    cos sin  cos   cos  sin  cos cos    sin sin  sin  sin cos  + cos sin  sin 
sin    sin cos  cos cos 
1A ;
(53)
where ,  and  are the Euler angles of rotation.
For a general system with arbitrary interface curvatures, the new scheme
is implemented as follows. Firstly, mechanical equilibrium is solved using
SAS and VTS in the original reference frame. The stresses SASij , the strains
el;V TSij , and the stinesses are transformed to the new local reference frame.
Then, equations (40) - (45) are applied and the quantities 22, 

33, 

23, 
el;
11 ,
el;12 and 
el;
13 are calculated in the new reference frame. Using these, the
elastic energy and the driving force @f
el
@
are computed using (46) and (47)
respectively in order to solve the phase-eld equation (32).
5. Simulation results and discussion
The aim of the simulations is to validate the new scheme described above
for systems with shear and applied strains, and non-planar interfaces. There-
fore, the following geometries for which analytical solutions exist are consid-
ered in the simulations: 2D inhomogeneous systems with planar and non-
planar interfaces and a 3D inhomogeneous system with planar interface. In
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the bulk of the two phases, the strains generated, elastic energy, and change
in equilibrium composition are compared with the analytical solutions. At
the interface, the excess interfacial energies for dierent interface widths are
analysed.
5.1. Implementation
In this study, the system is constrained such that the macroscopic defor-
mation is given by a constant applied strain value, kl = akl. When there
are no externally applied strains, akl = 0. The stresses and strains at me-
chanical equilibrium are calculated after solving the displacement eld (as
explained in Section 3) using the spectral iterative perturbation method of
Hu and Chen [21]. The driving forces for phase evolution from the chemical,
interfacial and elastic contributions are calculated as formulated in Sections
3 and 4. The phase-eld equations are solved at every time step using nite
dierence discretisation.
5.2. Simulation setup
The following parameters are used for all simulations unless otherwise
mentioned. Chemical energy densities of the two phases are dened by the
parameters A = A = 105, c;0 = 0.2, and c;0 = 0.8. The kinetic parameters
are taken as L = 10 7, M = 10 10. These do not correspond to physical
values. Simulations are performed starting with a sharp interface in the
dierent congurations and initial compositions c;0 and c;0 in  and 
respectively. All simulations are performed until equilibrium is reached, i.e.,
until the interface becomes fully diuse and the composition and phase-eld
variables do not change signicantly any further.
5.3. Planar interface
5.3.1. Input parameters for 2D systems
A 2D rectangular system of size 4  128 grid points with equal areas of
the two phases is considered as shown in Fig. 1(a). The grid size is x =
0.001 and time step t = 0.05. Eigenstrains are taken as ;11 = 
;
22 = 0.02.
There are no applied strains for the simulations in Section 5.3.2. For the
simulations presented in Section 5.3.3, the applied strain is given by: akl =
[0.01 0 0]. The stiness tensors for  and  in their reduced 2D forms are
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assumed to be:
Cijkl = 10
3
0@168:57 69:11 67:1569:11 165:39 67:153
67:153 67:153 45:981
1A ; (54)
Cijkl = 10
3
0@82:74 57:85 34:2157:85 82:74 34:21
34:21 34:21 28:18
1A : (55)
The order of magnitude of these values do not correspond to a specic phys-
ical system. They are so chosen only in order to speed up the simulations.
It was veried in our previous article [1] that the correctness of the model
and the contribution to excess interfacial properties are not aected by the
magnitude of these parameters.
Simulations are performed for two dierent widths with the same inter-
facial energy. The parameters W = 500 and  = 0.01 give interfacial energy
(int) = 0.527 and interfacial width (lint) = 13.9 x (referred to as Case w1
henceforth). For the second instance (Case w2), the parameters W = 750
and  = 0.0067 give int = 0.527 and lint = 9.3 x. Also, in order to study
the eect of interfacial excess quantities on the absolute value of the interface
width, simulations are performed at a dierent length scale (Case g2) with
grid size x = 0.01, W = 7.5 and  = 0.0667 giving lint = 9.3 x and int
= 0.527, and all the other parameters remaining the same.
5.3.2. Mist between phases
The composition and elastic energy proles obtained at equilibrium given
in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) conrm that the change in interface width does not
aect the bulk properties. The bulk elastic energy is constant inside the two
phases (Fig. 6(b)). Therefore, if the elastic energy formulation does not
lead to excess interfacial energy, the elastic energy density should interpolate
linearly with the interpolation function p(). This is so for all cases as shown
in Fig. 6(c). More details about the calculation of interfacial excess energy
are provided in our previous article. The stress proles overlap for all cases
as shown in Fig. 6(d).
The heterogeneous strains generated, the change in composition, the elas-
tic energies in the two phases and the excess elastic energy are listed in Table
1 for the three cases. The analytical solutions are calculated using the rela-
tions given in 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.3. The compositions from the simulations
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Figure 6: Comparison of the bulk properties obtained from 2D phase-eld simulations
with shear strains for three dierent interface widths: (a) Composition and (b) elastic
energy densities are constant inside the two phases and are consistent with the analytical
results. (c) Elastic energy density vs. p() is linear for all cases, proving the absence of
excess interfacial energy. (d) The proles of the dierent stress components overlap for
dierent interface widths (same markers used as before).
follow the analytical solution. The heterogeneous strain component 22 is
zero in both phases in the simulations, which follows the analytical solution
and hence not listed in the table. The excess elastic energy density f elxs(%)
is calculated as the percentage of dierence between the simulated energy
density for the diuse interface and the energy density for the same system
with a sharp interface. The elastic energy densities agree well with the an-
alytical results and are within 1% of the calculated values. There are no
signicant dierences with change in interface width (Case w2 and Case g2).
The dierence in the heterogeneous strains (5%) is only due to limited size
and change in the interface position due to strain-induced diusion. In order
to further examine this, simulations were performed for a larger system size
of 2  512 gridpoints for two dierent interface widths as before (512-Case
w1 and 512-Case w2). The strains generated are now within 2.5% of the ana-
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lytical values and again, for two dierent interface widths, the excess energy
generated is insignicant. Moreover, the dierence in elastic energy densities
for dierent interface widths is also insignicant, so we can conclude that the
results do not depend on the interface width.
Table 1: Bulk properties obtained from 2D simulations (4  128 system size) with mist
between phases performed for dierent interface widths: Compositions from simulations
agree with the analytical values; there is a small error in the other quantities, but this is
mainly due to the limited system size. A larger system (2  512) improves the accuracy.
For all cases, change in interface width does not give rise to excess elastic energy.
Property Analytical Case w1 Case w2 Case g2 512-Case w1 512-Case w2
11 -0.0083 -0.0082 -0.0082 -0.0082 -0.0083 -0.0083
11 0.0083 0.0087 0.0086 0.0086 0.0085 0.0084
212 -0.0070 -0.0073 -0.0072 -0.0073 -0.0071 -0.0071
212 0.0070 0.0066 0.0068 0.0067 0.0070 0.0070
ce 0.2010 0.2010 0.2010 0.2010 0.2010 0.2010
ce 0.8010 0.8010 0.8010 0.8010 0.8010 0.8010
f el 10.96 10.86 10.88 10.88 10.90 10.90
f el 28.72 28.47 28.52 28.51 28.58 28.60
f elxs(%) 0 -0.1498 -0.1506 -0.1482 -0.1518 -0.1511
5.3.3. Mist between phases and applied strains
We consider the same properties as before but with an externally applied
tensile strain (11 = 0.01). The bulk properties change signicantly compared
to the previous case with no applied strains, as listed in Table 2.
The proles of compositon and elastic energy density in Fig. 7(a) and
7(b) conrm the good agreement with the analytical results. Even with
applied strains, the elastic energy density interpolates linearly for dierent
interface widths as shown in Fig. 7(c). There is no signicant eect of the
change in interface width on the bulk properties of the two phases and the
(insignicant) excess elastic energy.
5.3.4. 3D inhomogeneous system with planar interface and mist between
phases
A 3D cuboidal system of size 4  128  4 grid points with equal volumes
of the two phases is considered in the conguration given in Fig. 2(a). The
grid size is x = 0.1 and time step t = 1. The eigenstrain in the  phase is
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Figure 7: Comparison of the bulk properties obtained from 2D phase-eld simulations
with mist between phases and applied strains for three dierent interface widths: (a)
Composition proles and (b) elastic energy density proles are consistent with analytical
results. (c) Elastic energy density interpolates linearly with p(), proving that the model
is quantitative.
taken as ;kl = [0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01]. There are no applied strains.
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Table 2: Bulk properties obtained from 2D simulations with mist between phases and ap-
plied strains performed with dierent interface widths: Compositions and elastic energies
from simulations agree with the analytical values. There is a small error in the strains due
to the nite system size. Change in interface width does not change the bulk or interfacial
properties signicantly.
Property Analytical Case w1 Case w2 Case g2
11 -0.0120 -0.0118 -0.0119 -0.0119
11 0.0120 0.0122 0.0121 0.0121
212 -0.0065 -0.0068 -0.0067 -0.0067
212 0.0065 0.0062 0.0063 0.0063
ce 0.2005 0.2005 0.2005 0.2005
ce 0.8005 0.8005 0.8005 0.8005
f el 2.17 2.16 2.16 2.16
f el 11.00 10.95 10.96 10.96
f elxs(%) 0 -0.1244 -0.1236 -0.1301
The stiness tensors for  and  are assumed to be:
Cijkl =
0BBBBBB@
176:3 112:6 112:6 0 0 0
112:6 176:3 112:6 0 0 0
112:6 112:6 176:3 0 0 0
0 0 0 93:9 0 0
0 0 0 0 93:9 0
0 0 0 0 0 93:9
1CCCCCCA ; (56)
Cijkl =
0BBBBBB@
158:4 81:8 86:3 0 0 0
81:8 183:3 101:4 0 0 0
86:3 101:4 128:2 0 0 0
0 0 0 56:8 0 0
0 0 0 0 52:0 0
0 0 0 0 0 36:2
1CCCCCCA : (57)
The parameters W = 6.6 and  = 0.68182 give interfacial energy int =
0.5 and interfacial width lint = 10 x. The chemical energy is given by the
parameters A = A = 103, c;0 = 0.2, and c;0 = 0.8. The kinetic parameters
are taken as L = 10 5 and M = 10 7.
Simulations are performed to test the results with change in interface
width. Therefore, two more studies are performed: one (w2) with interfacial
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width = 15 x while keeping the interfacial energy same, and the other (g2)
with a dierent grid size x = 1, time step t = 100, and interface width
= 10 x.
The composition and the elastic energy in the two phases are independent
of the interface width as shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b). The elastic energy
varies linearly with the interpolation function for all three cases, as shown in
Fig. 8(c). This proves that there is no excess contribution to the interfacial
energy.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the bulk properties obtained from 3D phase-eld simulations
with mist between phases for three dierent interface widths: (a) Composition proles
and (b) Elastic energy density proles are consistent with analytical results. (c) Elastic
energy density interpolates linearly with p() for all cases.
The heterogeneous strains generated are calculated analytically using the
relations given in Section 2.2.2 and the new equilibrium compositions using
the equations given in Section 2.2.3. The bulk properties in the two phases
computed from the simulations are listed along with the analytical values in
Table 3. The simulation results are in excellent agreement with the analytical
solutions. No interfacial excess energy is generated for all interface widths.
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Table 3: Bulk properties obtained from 3D simulations with mist between phases per-
formed with dierent interface widths: The bulk properties are in excellent agreement
with the analytical solution. No interfacial excess energy is generated for all cases.
Property Analytical Case w1 Case w2 Case g2
11 -0.009755 -0.009769 -0.009778 -0.009769
11 0.009755 0.009739 0.009729 0.009739
212 -0.002782 -0.002782 -0.002782 -0.002782
212 0.002782 0.002784 0.002784 0.002784
213 -0.003564 -0.003563 -0.003563 -0.003563
213 0.003564 0.003566 0.003566 0.003566
ce 0.2001 0.2001 0.2001 0.2001
ce 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001 0.8001
f el 0.009348 0.009372 0.009388 0.009372
f el 0.03099 0.03102 0.03103 0.03102
f elxs(%) 0 -0.01813 -0.01814 -0.01814
5.4. 2D system with an elliptical precipitate in a matrix (non-planar inter-
face)
A 2D system of size 128  128 grid points with an elliptical precipitate
() (a = 15, b = 10) at the centre is considered as shown in Fig. 3(a).
The matrix phase () is taken as the reference state. Eigenstrains in the
precipitate are taken as ;11 = 
;
22 = 0.02 (zero shear component). There are
no applied strains. The stiness tensors for  and  are taken as:
Cijkl = 10
3
0@ 79 27:77 027:77 79 0;
0 0 25:62
1A ; (58)
Cijkl = 10
3
0@132:44 60:64 060:64 132:44 0
0 0 35:9
1A : (59)
The grid size is taken as x = 0.001 and time step t = 0.01. The parameters
W = 1250 and  = 0.004 give int = 0.527 and lint = 5.6 x (Case 128-w1).
We also study this system at another length scale with grid size x = 0.01
and t = 0.1 (Case 128-g2). For that case, the parameters W = 125 and 
= 0.04 give int = 0.527 and lint = 5.6 x.
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The analytical solution for this case given by Jin et al. [15] is described
in Sec. 2.3. The strains and stresses remain constant inside the precipitate.
The strains and stresses (and thereby elastic energy) in the matrix tend
to zero with increasing distance away from the centre of the ellipse. Since
the elastic energy is not constant in the two phases, the absence of excess
interfacial energy cannot be shown by plotting the elastic energy density as
a function of p(). It does not result in a linear plot. In order to prove
that the scheme is quantitative, the dierence in the total elastic energy
between the analytical and simulated solutions are compared in the case
of dierent interface widths since any excess contribution to the interfacial
energy can result only from the elastic energy formulation which has not yet
fully been tested to be quantitative. If there is excess interfacial energy, then
the total (elastic) energy changes with the interface width. In the absence of
excess interfacial energy, same accuracy (for the bulk properties) is expected
for same number of grid points across the interface irrespective of the grid
spacing, i. e. , we expect similar results for Cases 128-w1 and 128-g2.
Fig. 9 gives the elastic energy, stress and strain plots along a horizontal
line starting at the centre of the ellipse and passing through the semi-major
axis till the edge of the system. The rst four columns of Table 4 give the
bulk properties from simulations and the analytical solution. The numbers
in brackets for the `deviation' of the results of the simulations indicate the
percentage dierence between the simulated and analytical values. The sec-
ond number for `Deviation' for case g2 indicates the percentage dierence
between the case w1 and case g2 results.
Firstly, the trends in stresses, strains, and elastic energies follow those
from the analytical solution. The variation of 11 given in Fig. 9(a) shows
that it is constant inside the precipitate and falls o away from the ellipse
as expected from the analytical solution. The 22 component shows a dis-
continuity and 12 is equal to zero (Fig. 9(b)), also as expected. The elastic
strains (Fig. 9(d)) follow the analytical solution closely except near the inter-
face. Fig. 9(c) shows that there is a large dierence (17 { 18 %) between the
elastic energies in the precipitate from the analytical solution and the sim-
ulations. However, the total elastic energy density is very close (1 { 2%) to
the analytical solution. The stresses and strains also follow a similar trend.
They do not attain the peak values at the interface due to the limitation
in the number of grid points at the interface and the grid spacing. If we,
however, look at the dierence in the bulk values with change in interface
width but with the same number of grid points at the interface (between
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Cases 128-w1 and 128-g2), we see that there is only 1 { 4% dierence for
all properties. This is an important outcome of these simulations and will
be further examined through simulations with a larger system size that are
discussed later in this section.
The composition change in the matrix and precipitate at the interface is
given in Table 4. Apart from the eect of strains, the interface curvature also
shifts the equilibrium composition as given by (21) and (22). The composi-
tion change is calculated assuming an `eective circle radius' for the ellipse.
This, along with the fact that the stresses and strains of the matrix at the
interface do not attain the peak value, causes the deviation in the values
from simulations compared to the analytical solution. For Case 128-g2, due
to dierent grid spacing, the composition change is also dierent compared
to Case 128-w1 and this new analytically calculated value is indicated in
brackets below the value obtained from simulations.
There are several factors which aect the solutions from the simulations
in the particle and in the matrix. Firstly, with the limited system size, the
stresses and strains in the matrix do not tend to zero far away from the
ellipse. The analytical solutions, on the other hand, assume that the matrix
is innite. Next, with only 5.6 grid points to resolve the interface (lint =
5.6 x), the resolution may not be large enough to capture the jump in
properties at the interface. It has been shown even for other schemes [4, 22]
that generally, greater accuracy in the bulk properties can be achieved by
using a smaller grid spacing, thereby increasing the total number of grid
points also. Knowing this, in this article, we focus on how a change in
interface width, while keeping the same number of grid points across an
interface, aects the results. For the rst set of simulations with 128  128
gridpoints, we showed that the eects of changing the length scale of the
system (case g2), which changes the `absolute' value of the interface width,
are small. Next, we will take up a larger system with a larger precipitate so
that we can have a larger interface width and study the eects of changing
the interface width on the bulk properties. We will also study the eect of
changing the interface width by making the interface more diuse (increasing
the number of grid points corresponding to the interface region) but keeping
the grid spacing and total system size constant. This will help show that in
the absence of excess interfacial energy, the total energy at the interface will
only `spread out' and not increase when there is a change in the interface
width.
For a larger system size with 256  256 grid points, which is closer to
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Figure 9: Simulation results for a 2D system with an elliptical precipitate in a matrix of
size 128  128 grid points: (a) 11 eld shows that it is constant inside the precipitate
as expected and reduces as we move away from the precipitate. (b) 11 and 12 are
continuous at the interface and 22 is not continuous, as expected. (c) Elastic energy
in the precipitate varies upto 30% from the analytical value but the proles follow the
general trend of the analytical solution. (d) The elastic strain proles agree well with the
analytical proles except near the interface. There are signicant dierences between the
analytical and simulated proles for all quantities due to the resolution at the interface
and limited system size. (Same markers are used to indicate the stress and strain proles
for the dierent cases as those used in the elastic energy density proles (Fig. 9(c)).)
the innite matrix assumption than 128  128 grid points, an elliptical pre-
cipitate with axes a = 25 and b = 20 is considered so that a larger interface
width can be taken. This ensures that a larger area of the precipitate has
a value of  = 0, i.e., does not remain in the diuse interface region and
the accuracy in the bulk properties is expected to improve. The following
parameters are used for this set of simulations: x = 1, t = 100, A =
A = 1000, c;0 = 0.2, c;0 = 0.8, C

1111 = C

2222 = 79, C

1122 = 27.77, C

1212
= 25.62, C1111 = C

2222 = 132.44, C

1122 = 60.64, C

1212 = 35.9, 
;
11 = 
;
22 =
0.02.
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Table 4: Bulk properties obtained from 2D simulations with an elliptical precipitate for
dierent interface widths and system sizes (128  128 and 256  256): The rst number
in brackets for `Deviation' is the percentage dierence with respect to the analytical value
and the second number is the percentage dierence with respect to the simulated value for
Case w1. The deviation from analytical results is due to the limited system size and grid
spacing. The main conclusion is that for the same number of grid points and system size,
the same accuracy is attained at dierent grid spacings (Cases 128-w1 and 128-g2, Cases
256-w1-25 and 256-g2-25). Also, for the same system size and grid spacing, making the
interface more diuse does not aect the bulk properties (Cases 256-w1-25 and 256-w2-25)
much. Excess energy is not generated due to the change in interface width as seen from the
very good agreement in the total elastic energy density of the system with the analytical
solution for all cases.
Property Analytical 128-w1 128-g2 Analytical 256-w1-25 256-w2-25 256-g2-25
128-15 256-25
11 -998.4 -1078 -1073 -0.9122 -0.9814 -0.9846 -0.9760
Deviation (8.0%) (7.5%, -0.46%) (7.6%) (7.9%,0.33%) (7.0%,-0.55%)
22 -637.7 -710.4 -714.0 -0.7126 -0.7699 -0.7776 -0.7749
Deviation (11%) (12%,0.51%) (8.0%) (9.1%,1.0%) (8.7%,0.65%)
el;11 -0.006749 -0.007192 -0.007138 -0.005597 -0.006000 -0.006005 -0.005932
Deviation (6.6%) (5.8%,-0.75%) (7.2%) (7.3%,0.083%) (6%,-1.1%)
el;22 -0.001725 -0.002071 -0.002146 -0.002818 -0.003107 -0.003122 -0.003172
Deviation (20%) (24%,3.6%) (10%) (11%,0.48%) (12%,2%)
f el 3.919 4.613 4.598 0.003557 0.004140 0.004170 0.004124
Deviation (18%) (17%,-0.32%) (16%) (17%,0.72%) (16%,-0.39%)
f eltotal 7668 7777 7491 25.24 25.57 25.34 25.29
Deviation (1.4%) (-2.3%,-3.7%) (1.3%) (0.40%,-0.90%) (0.20%,-1.1%)
ce 0.2010 0.2007 0.2004 0.20007 0.20007 0.20005 0.20034
(0.2004 anal.) (0.20040 anal.)
ce 0.8010 0.8007 0.8004 0.80007 0.80007 0.80008 0.80039
(0.8004 anal.) (0.80040 anal.)
Two dierent interface widths are considered. For case 256-w1-25, W =
0.792 and  = 5.6818 give int = 0.5 and interfacial width lint = 8.33 x.
For case 256-w2-25, W = 0.66 and  = 6.8182 give int = 0.5 and lint = 10
x. For case 256-g2-25, along with x = 0.1 and t = 1, W = 7.92 and 
= 5.6818 give int = 0.5 and lint = 8.33 x.
Fig. 10 gives the composition, stress, strain and elastic energy plots ob-
tained from the simulations at equilibrium. The last four columns of Table 4
give the bulk properties for the three cases along with the analytical solution.
The compositions at the interface match well with the analytical solution
given by (21) and (22) for all cases. Fig. 10(a) shows the composition prole
for Case 256-w1-25. The composition of the precipitate is constant since all
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the elastic properties are also constant inside the precipitate. The composi-
tion of the matrix, however, is not constant and shows a slight variation (Fig.
10(b) shows a close-up view), following the trend of the elastic energy proles
that peak at the interface. The composition of the matrix at the interface is
calculated as the value at the rst point starting from the diuse interface
region as we move away from the centre of the ellipse where the variation
is less than 1e-5. Darvishi Kamachali et al. [23] have found that such a
prole can be stabilised by mechanically driven uxes when the stiness of
the matrix varies with composition. In the model used in our work, there is
no explicit coupling of the composition with the elastic energy since none of
the elastic properties depend directly on composition. The coupling comes
about only through the phase-eld variable . Here too, a similar prole is
expected to be stable since the elastic energy varies continuously inside the
matrix at equilibrium.
Figs. 10(c), 10(d), and 10(e) give the stress, strain, and elastic energy
density proles respectively, which show better agreement with the analytical
solution compared to the rst set of simulations with smaller system size. The
proles overlap for dierent interface widths, thereby showing no signicant
change. 12 distribution for Case 256-w1-25 is given in Fig. 10(f). 12 is
constant (= 0) inside the precipitate as expected, as seen in Fig. 10(f). It
peaks at the intersection of the diagonals of the ellipse with the interface,
falling o as we move away from the precipitate. This is also as expected
from the analytical model.
Most of the bulk properties (Table 4) are now closer to the analytical val-
ues due to the larger system size. There is, of course, still a dierence since
the system is still not large enough to satisfy the innite matrix assump-
tion. The rst number in brackets for the results from simulations indicate
the percentage dierence between the simulated and analytical values. The
second number for Cases 256-w2-25 and 256-g2-25 indicate the percentage
dierence with respect to Case 256-w1-25. Again, with changes in interface
width, there is only less than 1% dierence in the values of most of the bulk
properties. The dierences in the stress and strain in the bulk do not aect
the total elastic energy density of the system, which agrees very well with
the analytical solution. This shows that due to the larger interface width, no
excess energy is generated from the elastic contribution.
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6. Conclusions and perpectives
We formulated and validated a quantitative scheme to treat elastic eects
in phase-eld models. In quantitative phase-eld models, the bulk proper-
ties resulting from the simulations do not depend on the value of the dif-
fuse interface width that is chosen and the total energy is formulated such
that there is no extra interfacial energy apart from what is expected from
the interfacial energy formulation explicitly. By using interfacial conditions
consistent with local equilibrium conditions calculated analytically, the new
scheme proposed in this work prevents the generation of extra interfacial en-
ergy from the elastic energy formulation. This was validated by simulating
the following two-phase systems: 2D and 3D inhomogeneous systems in the
presence of shear and applied strains with a planar interface and 2D systems
containing an elliptical second-phase precipitate (non-planar interface). The
accuracy of the bulk properties in the two phases did not change signicantly
with changes in interface width, even though they depended on the system
size and the grid renement. This was tested and proven by performing
simulations at dierent interface widths, dierent system sizes and dierent
length scales. The results showed that no interface-width-dependent excess
interfacial energy was generated due to the elastic energy formulation. This
would then allow us to account for physical excess interface stresses indepen-
dent from those caused by the model formulation. The quantitative scheme
presented in this paper can now be applied to any 2D and 3D system ir-
respective of the nature of elastic moduli, interface curvature (morphology)
and the presence of shear strains. This model is currently being combined
with plasticity models [24, 25] and a multi-phase eld model [26] in order to
study more complex multi-phase systems with realistic stress states.
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Figure 10: Simulation results obtained for a 2D system with an elliptical precipitate with a
= 25 and b = 20 in a matrix of size 256  256 grid points for dierent interface widths: (a)
Composition follows the analytical solution (analytical prole shown only for the length
scale corresponding to cases 256-w1-25 and 256-w2-25) closely at the interface for all
interface widths but (b) a close-up view (shown here for 256-w1-25) shows that it is not
constant in the matrix due to elastic energy variation. (c) Stress, (d) elastic strain, and
(e) elastic energy proles overlap for dierent interface widths (same markers are used to
indicate the proles for the dierent cases as those in the composition proles). There
is a deviation from the analytical solution for all cases due to the limited resolution but
changing the interface width does not change the bulk properties signicantly. (f) 12
(shown for Case 256-w1-25) is zero inside the precipitate and peaks at the interface at the
diagonals of the ellipse as expected from the analytical model.
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Appendix A. Solving stresses and strains for the new scheme in
3D
Using the matrix notation [27], we can reduce the number of indices used
for representing the stiness, strain and stress. The following substitutions
are made: `11' ! `1', `22' ! `2', `33' ! `3', `23' ! `4', `13' ! `5' and `12'
! `6'. For instance, C1112 is written as C16. For the stiness, the matrix
notation Cpq = Cijkl, which is the tensor notation, for all p and q. For the
stresses, p = ij for all p. For the strains, 
el
p = 
el
ij for p  3 and elp = 2ij
for p >3. For instance, 2el13 in the tensor notation is written as 
el
5 in the
matrix notation. Finally, the compliance Spq = Sijkl if both p and q  3, Spq
= 2Sijkl if only p or q  3 and Spq = 4Sijkl if both p and q >3. Also, Sijkl
= Sijlk = Sjikl = Sklij and Cijkl = Cijlk = Cjikl = Cklij due to symmetry.
Rewriting (40) - (45), which relate the unknown stresses and strains in
the new scheme with the known values, in matrix notation (superscript 
denotes  or ),
2 = C

21
el;
1 + C

22
el;V TS;
2 + C

23
el;V TS;
3
+C24
el;V TS;
4 + C

25
el;
5 + C

26
el;
6 ; (A.1)
3 = C

31
el;
1 + C

32
el;V TS;
2 + C

33
el;V TS;
3
+C34
el;V TS;
4 + C

35
el;
5 + C

36
el;
6 ; (A.2)
4 = C

41
el;
1 + C

42
el;V TS;
2 + C

43
el;V TS;
3
+C44
el;V TS;
4 + C

45
el;
5 + C

46
el;
6 ; (A.3)
el;1 = S

11
SAS
1 + S

12

2 + S

13

3 + S

14

4 + S

15
SAS
5 + S

16
SAS
6 ; (A.4)
el;5 = S

51
SAS
1 + S

52

2 + S

53

3 + S

54

4 + S

55
SAS
5 + S

56
SAS
6 ; (A.5)
el;6 = S

61
SAS
1 + S

62

2 + S

63

3 + S

64

4 + S

65
SAS
5 + S

66
SAS
6 : (A.6)
Substituting for the stresses in the strain expressions and rewriting, we obtain
L11
el;
1 + L

12
el;
5 + L

13
el;
6 = R

1; (A.7)
L21
el;
1 + L

22
el;
5 + L

23
el;
6 = R

2; (A.8)
L31
el;
1 + L

32
el;
5 + L

33
el;
6 = R

3; (A.9)
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where
L11 = 1  S12C21   S13C31   S14C41; (A.10)
L12 =  S12C25   S13C35   S14C45; (A.11)
L13 =  S12C26   S13C36   S14C46; (A.12)
L21 =  S52C21   S53C31   S54C41; (A.13)
L22 = 1  S52C25   S53C35   S54C45; (A.14)
L23 =  S52C26   S53C36   S54C46; (A.15)
L31 =  S62C21   S63C31   S64C41; (A.16)
L32 =  S62C25   S63C35   S64C45; (A.17)
L33 = 1  S62C26   S63C36   S64C46; (A.18)
R1 = S

11
SAS
1 + S

15
SAS
5 + S

16
SAS
6 + S

12(C

22
el;V TS;
2 + C

23
el;V TS;
3 + C

24
el;V TS;
4 )
+S13(C

32
el;V TS;
2 + C

33
el;V TS;
3 + C

34
el;V TS;
4 )
+S14(C

42
el;V TS;
2 + C

43
el;V TS;
3 + C

44
el;V TS;
4 ); (A.19)
R2 = S

51
SAS
1 + S

55
SAS
5 + S

56
SAS
6 + S

52(C

22
el;V TS;
2 + C

23
el;V TS;
3 + C

24
el;V TS;
4 )
+S53(C

32
el;V TS;
2 + C

33
el;V TS;
3 + C

34
el;V TS;
4 )
+S54(C

42
el;V TS;
2 + C

43
el;V TS;
3 + C

44
el;V TS;
4 ); (A.20)
R3 = S

61
SAS
1 + S

65
SAS
5 + S

66
SAS
6 + S

62(C

22
el;V TS;
2 + C

23
el;V TS;
3 + C

24
el;V TS;
4 )
+S63(C

32
el;V TS;
2 + C

33
el;V TS;
3 + C

34
el;V TS;
4 )
+S64(C

42
el;V TS;
2 + C

43
el;V TS;
3 + C

44
el;V TS;
4 ): (A.21)
The strains are given as:0@el;1el;5
el;6
1A =
0@L11 L12 L13L21 L22 L23
L31 L

32 L

33
1A 10@R1R2
R3
1A : (A.22)
The stresses can then be calculated using (A.1) - (A.3).
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Appendix B. Calculation of strain and stress derivatives in 3D
The derivatives of SASp are given as:
@SAS1
@
= C11
@el;SAS;1
@
+ C12
@el;SAS;2
@
+ C13
@el;SAS;3
@
+C14
@el;SAS;4
@
+ C15
@el;SAS;5
@
+ C16
@el;SAS;6
@
; (B.1)
@SAS5
@
= C51
@el;SAS;1
@
+ C52
@el;SAS;2
@
+ C53
@el;SAS;3
@
+C54
@el;SAS;4
@
+ C55
@el;SAS;5
@
+ C56
@el;SAS;6
@
; (B.2)
@SAS6
@
= C61
@el;SAS;1
@
+ C62
@el;SAS;2
@
+ C63
@el;SAS;3
@
+C64
@el;SAS;4
@
+ C65
@el;SAS;5
@
+ C66
@el;SAS;6
@
; (B.3)
where
@el;SAS;p
@
= [p()I + (1  p())Mpq] 1
[ p()(;q   ;q )  p0()(el;SAS;q   el;SAS;q )]; (B.4)
Mpq = [C

pk]
 1Ckq: (B.5)
The derivatives of el1 , 
el
5 and 
el
6 are given in terms of
@SASp
@
as:0BB@
@el;1
@
@el;5
@
@el;6
@
1CCA =
0@L11 L12 L13L21 L22 L23
L31 L

32 L

33
1A 1
0BB@
@R1
@
@R2
@
@R3
@
1CCA ; (B.6)
where
@R1
@
= S11
@SAS1
@
+ S15
@SAS5
@
+ S16
@SAS6
@
; (B.7)
@R2
@
= S51
@SAS1
@
+ S55
@SAS5
@
+ S56
@SAS6
@
; (B.8)
@R3
@
= S61
@SAS1
@
+ S65
@SAS5
@
+ S66
@SAS6
@
: (B.9)
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Finally, the stress derivatives
@2
@
,
@3
@
and
@4
@
are given as:
@2
@
= C21
@el;1
@
+ C25
@el;5
@
+ C26
@el;6
@
; (B.10)
@3
@
= C31
@el;1
@
+ C35
@el;5
@
+ C36
@el;6
@
; (B.11)
@4
@
= C41
@el;1
@
+ C45
@el;5
@
+ C46
@el;6
@
: (B.12)
Appendix C. New scheme formulation in 2D
According to Johnson's model in 2D, only the stress components 11 and
12 are equal in the two phases. Therefore, in the new scheme, 11 and 12
are calculated using SAS (11 = 

11 = 
SAS
11 , 

12 = 

12 = 
SAS
12 ). The total
strain component, 22 = 22 + 22 , is equal in the two phases. Therefore,
22 is calculated using VTS (

22 = 

22 = 
V TS
22 ). Then, 
el;
22 = 
V TS
22   ;22 and
el;22 = 
V TS
22   ;22 , denoted as el;V TS;22 and el;V TS;22 respectively henceforth.
Due to these additional relations due to the shear stresses and strains
when compared to the rst version of the model proposed in [1], 22, 
el
11 and
el12 for the  phase are reformulated as follows:
22 = C

1122
el;
11 + C

2222
V TS;
22 + 2C

2212
el;
12 ; (C.1)
el;11 = S

1111
SAS
11 + S

1122

22 + 2S

1112
SAS
12 ; (C.2)
el;12 = S

1112
SAS
11 + S

2212

22 + 2S

1212
SAS
12 : (C.3)
22 can be calculated in terms of the known quantities 
SAS
11 , 
SAS
12 and
el;V TS;22 as
22 =
C1122(S

1111
SAS
11 + 2S

1112
SAS
12 ) + C

2222
el;V TS;
22
1  C1122S1122   2C2212S2212
+
2C2212(S

1112
SAS
11 + 2S

1212
SAS
12 )
1  C1122S1122   2C2212S2212
: (C.4)
el;11 and 
el;
12 can be computed using (C.2) - (C.3). 

22, 
el;
11 and 

12 are also
calculated using appropriate relations for the  phase.
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The elastic energy density is interpolated as:
f el = p()f el + [1  p()]f el (C.5)
= p()
1
2
(SAS;11 
el;
11 + 

22
el;V TS;
22 + 2
SAS;
12 
el;
12 )
+[1  p()]1
2
(SAS;11 
el;
11 + 

22
el;V TS;
22 + 2
SAS;
12 
el;
12 ); (C.6)
and its derivative with respect to  is accordingly:
@f el
@
= p0()(f el   f el )
+
1
2
p()
"
@SAS;11
@
el;11 + 
SAS;
11
@el;11
@
+
@22
@
el;V TS;22
#
+
1
2
p()
"
2
@SAS;12
@
el;12 + 2
SAS;
12
@el;12
@
#
+
1
2
[1  p()]
"
@SAS;11
@
el;11 + 
SAS;
11
@el;11
@
+
@22
@
el;V TS;22
#
+
1
2
[1  p()]
"
2
@SAS;12
@
el;12 + 2
SAS;
12
@el;12
@
#
: (C.7)
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The stress and strain derivatives are given as:
@22
@
=
C1122(S

1111
@SAS11
@
+ 2S1112
@SAS12
@
)
1  C1122S1122   2C2212S2212
+
2C2212(S

1112
@SAS11
@
+ 2S1212
@SAS12
@
)
1  C1122S1122   2C2212S2212
; (C.8)
@el;11
@
= S1111
@SAS11
@
+ S1122
@22
@
+ 2S1112
@SAS12
@
; (C.9)
@el;12
@
= S1112
@SAS11
@
+ S2212
@22
@
+ 2S1212
@SAS12
@
; (C.10)
@SAS;11
@
= C1111
@el;SAS;11
@
+ C1122
@el;SAS;22
@
+ 2C1112
@el;SAS;12
@
;(C.11)
@SAS;12
@
= C1112
@el;SAS;11
@
+ C2212
@el;SAS;22
@
+ 2C1212
@el;SAS;12
@
;(C.12)
with
@el;SAS;kl
@
= [p()I + (1  p())Mklmn] 1
[ p0()(;mn   ;mn)  p0()(el;SAS;mn   el;SAS;mn )];(C.13)
where Mklmn = [C

ijkl]
 1Cijmn.
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